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Generations of hikers have flocked to New Hampshire’s White Mountains region for a wilderness retreat — and
for many, that means a good day hike. So what are the best White Mountain day hikes? There is no shortage of
options, and several routes are among the most scenic in the Northeast.
The beautiful Sugar Hill Inn Bed and Breakfast, nestled in New Hampshire’s stunning White Mountains, is the
perfect getaway destination this summer. The White Mountains in New Hampshire have long been a popular
destination for tourists in the New England area. ... Simply put, the Franconia Ridge Loop Trail is the best hike
in the White ...
The author hiked over 450 miles throughout New Hampshire and Maine to capture the 60 best loop hikes in the
region. From the rolling hills of southern New Hampshire and towering summits of the White Mountains to the
remote North Woods and the rocky coastline of Maine, you’ll find trails for hikers of all levels and interests.
Best Loop Hikes New Hampshire's White Mountains to the Maine Coast is hiking with a welcome twist: no
tandem driving, no dropping off a car at the end of the trail --and no turning around to hike the same trail back.
Jeff Romano hiked more than 450 miles to select the best loop trails in northern New England -- from the
rolling hills of ...
Not up for a full on backpacking trip this weekend? No worries! Here are some of the most iconic, butt-kicking,
best day hikes in New Hampshire that can be done in one day. Some of these will look familiar, and some steer
clear from the NH48. It’s never a a bad thing to stray from the most popular trails and explore lesser known
peaks, right?
Best Loop Hikes: New Hampshire's White Mountains to the Maine Coast (Best Hikes) [Jeff Romano] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. * 60 loop hikes throughout New Hampshire and Maine, from easy halfday trails to extended journeys
White Mountain National Forest lies within the White Mountains in the U.S. states of New Hampshire and
Maine. It's crossed by the White Mountain Trail and Kancamagus scenic drives, plus part of the Appalachian
Trail. The New England gem dates back to the 1860's.
I am proud to present what I believe to be the top 25 hikes in the White Mountains region of New Hampshire!
This list is based upon a mix of personal experience of hiking nearly all of the major trails in the White
Mountains, plus a thorough review of dozens of websites and just about every hiking guidebook that has been
published on this area ...
The peripatetic Marty Basch lives and hikes in the high country of north-central New Hampshire, the source for
his bicycling book, The White Mountain Ride Guide: A Backroad and Trailside Companion (Top of the World
Communications, 1998), among his other outdoor adventure accounts. Read his picks for the best scenic hikes
in the White Mountains.
If you’re looking for a New Hampshire hike you won’t soon forget, choose your experience level and check out
these 20 must-do adventures! The easier hikes are family friendly and great for all ages and abilities, whereas
the challenging hikes should only be attempted by those with proper experience, fitness, and gear.
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